Schedule for Standard ML meeting 23-25 May 1985

The meeting will be in two parts:

- Thursday morning to Friday lunch: language design and definition
- Friday afternoon to Saturday lunch: implementation, documentation, etc.

The idea is to finish defining Standard ML by Friday lunchtime (except for minor decisions to be delegated) and then spend the rest of the meeting discussing our future plans for the language we have defined.

Of course we will not be able to adhere rigidly to the following schedule, but we must try to avoid stretching discussions on some topics at the expense of others.

Thursday

9.30 - 11.00  Modules proposal
11.15 - 12.45  I/O proposal
2.00 - 3.00  Labelled Fields proposal
3.00 - 4.00  Miscellaneous changes to the Core language
4.15 - 6.00

Friday

9.30 - 11.00  Modules proposal (continued)
11.15 - 12.45  Free-for-all: Comments on/objections to the language design

2.00 - 4.00  Implementation issues: Modules
4.15 - 6.00  Implementation issues: Other (core, I/O, etc?)
Maybe: debugging and other programming-environmental issues

Saturday

9.30 - 10.30  Documentation: the language definition
10.45 - 11.45  Documentation: Other (course notes, etc.)
11.45 - 12.45  Free-for-all: Other issues, future plans